
British Canoeing White Water Safety & Rescue Training 
and Stand Up Paddleboards

The popularity of Stand Up Paddleboards (SUPs) on white water has increased over the past few
years, with paddlers venturing onto artificial white water courses and natural rivers.  British Canoeing
has been contacted by both White Water Safety and Rescue Providers and SUP Paddlers wanting to
access the British Canoeing White Water Safety & Rescue Training (WWSR).
 
The main focus of such training is to provide both skills and knowledge so paddlers using such
environments are safer, due to the training they have received.  To ensure we are able to extend this
training further to paddlers using SUP the following guidelines and requirements are for British
Canoeing WWSR Providers.

Requirements

Providers wanting to deliver SUP as part of the WWSR programme must hold the British Canoeing
Stand Up Paddleboard White Water Personal Performance Award. This award will provide the
necessary skills and knowledge of both paddling and rescue techniques associated with the SUP.

Integration of SUP into the two day programme

The following guidelines are to support the delivery of SUP into the existing WWSR.  We do not see a
requirement for additional time to deliver these aspects as ratios and content is not affected, however
the Provider will need to ensure appropriate equipment is available throughout the programme.

Leashes

Only a waist leash should be worn on white water and attached above hip height. 

Example of a suitable releasable set up for SUP
White Water

All leashes are to be coiled, not straight. This
helps with keeping the leash out of the water.
When the paddler kneels on their craft, the
leash is not in the water.
The leash should be attached above hip height.

 A chest harness is not designed for this purpose.

 The following systems are not appropriate for use on a SUP White Water environment and are not to
be used on a British Canoeing WWSR course. 



Double belting

This system is becoming more common but has
been proven not to work. Double belting is where
the throw line belt and an additional leash belt next
door/on top of one another. Most people wear
these belts below the buoyancy aid and above the
hips.
 
The principle is to keep the system simple, clean
and separate, avoiding multiple belts with multiple
releases in one location.

Board attachments

Attaching to a board can be dealt with in the same
manner as attaching to a kayak or canoe. If the board is
under great strain, a pin for example, multiple attachment
points should be used as a single attachment could fail.
These multiple attachment points are better to be
equalised.

Dealing with pins or a stuck board

An effective way of dealing with a pinned or stuck board (if the board is inflatable) is to empty the
board of all its air. The SUP can be peeled off of the obstruction, doing less damage to the board and
minimizing risk to the rescuer.

Paddling a SUP on White Water

A preventive measure in white water Stand Up Paddleboarding is the fundamental skills of monitoring
height. Standing, one knee/one foot and kneeling are fundamental principle skills when on white
water.

The ankle leash system is not a quick release
system, can cause drag in the water and are a
serious trip hazard to the paddler.

Ankle leashes which have just been threaded
through a waist harness are not recommended as
they are not reliable, fabric on fabric does not
release effectively.


